Standard Operational Procedures Girls Volleyball  
(Regionals, Semifinals, Finals)

The official pre match protocol for ALL Regional play and State Championships is shown below. *It is recommended that this protocol be used during Sectional play. Neutral music should be used during warm up at all sites. Adults must be at the scoring tables, Neutral adults-when possible. Recommended - Officials should be on the lines from Sectional Finals and up.

It is recommended that teams arrived 45 minutes before match time. A team will not be allowed on the gym floor with volleyballs till 30 minutes before match time. Teams will be allowed on the floor to warm up/stretch prior to the 30 minutes without volleyballs.

Official warm up is
- 23 minutes on the clock.
  Officials meet with team representatives and will signal when to start clock for warm up.

Start clock after coin toss

23-19  4 minutes shared time (whistles will be 19:15 and 19)
19-15  Visiting team exclusive court use (whistles will be 15:15 and 15)
15-11  Home team exclusive court use (whistles will be at 11:15 and 11)
11-6   Visiting team exclusive court use (whistles at 6:15 and 6)
6-1    Home team exclusive court use (whistles at 1:15 and 1)
1-0    Pick-up volleyballs and during the final minute (1:00 - 0:00) the clock will continue to run and team introductions will start as well as the national anthem. Then the R1 will whistle for the pre-match handshake (at the net). Teams will meet briefly with the coaches and then immediately take the court.

The official post-match “Awards Ceremony” should consist of: Team members line up on 10' line. Award and announce the Runner up team and present certificates and trophy (if one is to be given) and then award and announce the Championship team and present certificates and trophy.